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By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
Arcadia Universitys Communications
Department has been expanding its horizons
to include Global Media The new major is
somewhat of rebirth for the department
allowing students to include global concerns
and time abroad into their Communications
studies
The program is to expand the
Commur tradi
tire into the
cording to
By TIMOTHY McLAUGHLIN
Managing Editor
Wednesday nights lunar eclipse
was arguably the second most well
attended event in Arcadias history But
unlike Mr Beaver you wont see this
event again until 2010
Arcadia students from the Castle to
Heinz stood outside in below freezing
temperatures with their eyes toward the
heavens
The eclipse began at 843pm with
the total eclipse between 1001-1051
Anyone hoping to see the whole show
would have stayed outside until mid
night
So what made so many students
stand out in the cold Llewellyn Hunt
freshman at Arcadia says its the rarity
You dont get to see something like this
veryc
Heinemann has slightly dif
Lt explanation She
come out if she didnt
out it on Facebook There
ook event about it Casie
iii group hosted by
The Universe had over 309 thou
sand confirmed guests Many ol
events attendees wrote mes
about the eclipses awesomeni
others complained about intei
clouds Despite forecasts for
skies in Glenside the view
Arcadia was
were especially
Filmmakers
Communication Director Dr Shekhar
Deshpande in recent press release
This year the Global Focus has been on
Slovenia and the program will be hosting
pair of international filmmakers this week in
Glenside
From March through March
Arcadias Global Focus Program in
Communications will be hosting two
Slovenian filmmakers director Jan Cvitkovic
and film historian and critic Denis Valic
Cvitkovic and Valic will be meeting with
students and professors while on campus as
well as taking part in discussions and other
events On Wednesday March at p.m at
the International House in Philadedlphia
there will be screening of two films by
Cvitkovic who will be there to discuss his
films with the audience The event is co-spon
sored by the Slovene Film Fund Cinema
Studies at University of Pennsylvania and
International House
Cvitkovic is Slovenian born director
with films including Bread and Mi/k Kruh in
mieko which won the Lion of the Future
Luigi de Laurentis Award for Best First Film
at Venice Film Festival 2001 He is
haeologist writer and actor
His latest feature film Gravehopping
Odgrobadogroba has won numerous awards
in international film festivals including the
Award for Best new director San
trying to catch glimpse of Saturn and
the star Regulus which appeared close
to the moon all night
Anna Bohl-Fabian freshman at
Arcadia didnt need Facebook event to
tell her about the eclipse Her friends say
she researched eclipses and dragged
them out to watch it She insists she did
nt research as much as her friends say
Shivering and clutching coffee mug in
her haiids she says just know its not
gonna happen for long time
Amanda Nosel says the eclipse is
particularly special for her because the
moon is her zodiac planet In fact the
moon is the ruling planet for the Cancer
sign in the zodiac The moon is said to
influence persons maternal instincts as
well as regular habits and emotions due
to the moons effect on the Earths tides
If you missed the lunar eclipse
youll have to wait until December 2010
to see another one
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Valic is prominent film critic and histo
rian from Slovenia He has written books on
Slovenian film and is an editor of Ekran the
main Slovenian film journal
The Communications Department hopes
that this visit will involve students with the
Global Focus in Slovenia which embraces
global view of media while focusing on one
or two countries at time
Anyone interested in attending the film
sceenings at The International House on
March will be able to travel to University
City Philadelphia via bus provided by
Arcadia The bus will be leaving from
Murphy Hall at 600pm on Wednesday night
Hip Hop Radio Station To Be
Introduced at Arcadia
By ELISHIA PETERSON
Staff Writer
Two students at Arcadia University are taking
school project and making it something real Seniors
Jaymie Bowles and Kevin Brown are working together
on their senior thesis for their all Hip Hop radio pro
gram Coming soon this semester Arcadia Universitys
radio station the Arc unleashes Real Hip Hop Their
press release for the show explains that The Arcs revi
talizing new show is anticipated to reveal positive
images in Hip Hop and artists that are non-violent in
their lyrics and promote constructive messages as well
as expose Hip Hop for what has evolved into today
Kevin Brown expressed in depth the reasoning
behind the show As stated in the radio press release
Were tired of violent themes and negative images
being glamorized in todays Hip Hop So were taking
the movement back In recent years Hip Hop has dras
tically changed Brown described that the industry has
become revolving door for one-hit wonders disregard
ing the roots of Hip Hop and the crucial role it plays in
munity The press release su ested
Hop
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Kosovo Li
By JESS BROWN
Associate Editor
On February 17th Kosovo declared
pendence from Serbia abruptly bec
youngest nation in the world Kosovo
of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia locateJ in
Serbia where some of its neighbors include
Albania Romania arid Hungary For many years
bitter civil war has taken place between Kosovo
and Serbia leaving 10 000 dead Serbias persecu
tion of the Muslim Kosovars spearheaded by their
leader Slobodan Milosevic was considered ethnic
cleansing and resulted in bombing campaign
against Serbia in 1999 led by NATO
Since then there has been noted longing by
the Kosovars to be free and democratic nation
unassociated with Serbia One reason there is an
unwillingness by Serbs to split is the shared histo
ry between the Serbs and Kosovars within the new
Kosovo It is where they defeated the Ottoman
Turks reign in 1389 and also where they estab
lished themselves as civilization
On the point of religion there are million eth
nic Albanians within Kosovo where Serbia is main
ly made up of orthodox Christians The declaration
of independence allows Kosovo to practice their
own religious beliefs as they please Yet there are
some who are uneasy with this decision An emer
gency meeting with the U.N Security Council was
called upon by Russia who refused to agree to
separatist movement but nothing was resolved
While the people of Kosovo celebrated and
enjoyed their freedom dancing in the streets and
waving their flags in the air chanting We are Free
at last in Serbia hundreds of protestors rallied in
opposition at the U.S Embassy in Belgrade Prime
minister of Serbia Vojislav Kostunica refuses to
accept Kosovo as an independent nation
Kosovos President Fatmir Sejdiu is trying to
keep the peace between the two addressing the
Elmo Doll Makes Death Threats
For those people who are still unsure if Elmo
the happy-go-lucky red furry thing on Sesame
Street is actually the devil incarnate confirmation
of his evil ways has been found in Lithia town
few miles outside of Tampa Florida
Some time ago the Bowman family bought an
LImo Knows Your Name doll for their 2-year-old
son James This new Limo doll has the ability to
interact with its child owner after it is connected to
computer to learn certain phrases and names Like
cuddlier version of your nagging overbearing
mother the LImo Knows My Name doll can act as
an alarm clock daily schedule reminder and dieti
cian
The doll also provides companionship through
simple conversation and games feature that in no
way will result in years of therapy to treat crippling
social anxiety disorders
For the Bowman family the doll functioned
normally up until February 20th when Melissa
James mother had to change its batteries With
fresh batteries installed the Limo doll then began to
say Kill James in its usual singsong voice causing
Melissa to react both with horror and joy
know this doll means to bring harm against
my son but gosh dam it when he makes those
threats that voict mean how can you not help
singing along Ms Bowman stated
While Fisher-Price the toy company that man
ufactures the doll has stated it will give the
Bowmans voucher for replacement doll and
investigate the matter Mrs Bowman has kept the
doll away from her son She has also hid the kitchen
steak knife set candle lighter and iron from the doll
and has applied for gun permit
Dont believe those large piercing plastic
eyes she said
Unfortunately at press time Chucky of Childs
Play fame was unavailable for comment
today
will be
in
nzania
Bush
has endorsed the newly formed country stating that
The Serbian people can know that they have
friend in America Along with Kosovos newfound
independence it is clear to all parties involved that
the process will not be an easy one As of now their
have been numerous protests within Serbia against
Kosovos declaration Many of which include vio
lent attempts to keep Kosovo from continuing
down democratic road In Banja Luka the
Bosnian Serb Republic Capitol the United States
Consulate was under attack by hundreds of ethnic
Serbian Protestors As they hurled stones at the
building police had to take action The protest was
led by organizer Branislav Dukic head of nation
alist war veterans group desperate to keep Serbias
territory intact In response to this Kosovos prime
minister Hashim Thaci says We understand and
respect peaceftil reactions guaranteed by the law
but we will not allow the territorial integrity
Kosovo to be compromised
Fven though many are at odds with this
tion Kosovos spirits are high The United Sates as
well as European countries such as Britain France
and Germany have endorsed the new nation
Refusing to go back to living under someone elses
rule they will continue to stand up for their beliefs
and hold steadfast to their new nation
Give Elder
out
Incedent
recent study found that robots may be
just as loveable as our favorite canine com
panions According to study done in St
Louis nursing homes researchers found that
residents responded equally positive to vis
its from Sparky trained therapy dog and
AIBO Sonys robotic canine The research
surprisingly refUted previous informal stud
ies that found old people incompatible or
afraid of modern technology
The study was conducted by taking
three groups of nursing home residents and
dividing them into one group that met with
Sparky one that meant with AIBO and
control group that did not meet with either
The groups were asked to answer questions
before and after their meetings to gage their
mood
This research has lead some to believe
that robots could move beyond the role of
just helpfUl assistants in our lives to having
meaningful interactions with their human
counterparts Still dispelling the stigma of
robots as cold and emotionless is not an easy
task
could be personal not an
intrusive crazy inanimate object says Dr
William Banks author of the study
Although popular science fiction films
like The Matrix and Robot warn humanity
of the dangers of allowing robots too intru
sive role in society the development of
ever advancing robots by companies like
Sony do little to heed their warnings Only
time will tell if and when they plan to turn
on their masters
aggjJh Hot
Mick Jagger cant
he wants But if he tries
just might find hes able to escape
his life According to the BBC Ja
managed to remain unscathed after
1969 assassination attempt conceiv
by the notorious motorcycle gang lii
Hells Angels
The ill feelings towards The
Rolling Stones front man came from his
vow to no longer use the Angels for c.
cert security Jagger may have sympatli
for the devil but he did not show
sympathy for the Angels after
of an 18-year-old fan at
Northern California where gang
bers were employed boui
Angered by what they
claim that they were at
death they decided to kill
Hells Angels tried extermina
the rock star at
Long Island ..... .c in
1969 They took to the sea
remain undetected by roachi
Jaggers home by the coi
Unfortunately they were foiled by
brewing storm and gave up
The close call was
wraps by the FBI until
came clean in an interview
documentary Jagger keeps on rolling
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On Saturday February 23rd 2008 thou
sands gathered in New Orleans Louisiana for
the annual State of the Black Union forum
in which several black preachers educators
philanthropists and professionals discuss
issues that not only affect Black America but
the entire nation This years theme
Reclaiming Our Democracy focused on vital
decisions that Americans will be forced to
make in the coming months with new presi
dential election on the horizon One topic on
the minds of many of the speakers before and
during the forum was the presence of presiden
tial candidates or lack thereof
According to CNNcom Senator Hillary
Clinton was the only candidate who accepted
her formal invitation to New Orleans while
Obama and McCain opted out Senator
Obama however did send letter to Tavis
Smiley the forums organizer and moderator
about his attendance will be on the cam
paign trail every day in states like Ohio Texas
and Wisconsin talking directly with voters
about the causes that are at the heart of my
campaign and the State of the Black Union
forum...That is why with regret am not able
to attend the forum After receiving the letter
Smiley used his platform as radio talk show
host to discuss his disdain for Obamas plan to
not attend Smiley published well-versed let
ter on February 14th that vividly described
why he was bothered by Obamas decision
want to thank Senator Obama for his letter
although regret his decision.. believe that
this is critical miscalculation and missed
opportunity Smiley goes on to reiterate that
he believes that the opportunity to stand before
Black America and discuss real issues is mis
step on behalf of any and all presidential can
didates including Governor Huckabee and
Senator McCain
In his polite yet impactful essay Tavis
Smiley also manages to draw attention to how
the Obama camp offered Michelle Obama as
stand-in While have great admiration and
-j
affection for would have
respectfully declined Just as we would have
had John McCain offered Cindy McCain..By
any measure Michelle Obamas personal story
is empowering and inspiring.. last year
at Howard we spoke to candi
dates only And thats what we intend to do.
The Howard University incident that
Smiley spoke about was yet another event that
Sen Obama was invited to attend where he
could speak to hundreds of young students
attending historically black university and
yet he declined Unfortunately not showing uç
at critical times to address great voting
majority is mistake that Obama may have to
pay for Jennifir Brogdon recent graduate
from Arcadia University and political
major agrees It definitely makes me see
in different light kinda just want to sit
down and see why he really didnt show
What Tavis Smiley makes crystal cli
that he is not upset with Senator Obama
showing up yet he is disappointed in
impression hes making He notes that
Obamas job right now is to simply get elected
and then may be he can start dealing with the
nitty gritty issues that plague Black America
and the rest of the nation Along with Obama
Smiley holds African Americans accountable
for their position in the upcoming election
Our job is to do our part to ensure that who
ever gets elected will be held accountable to
the issues that matter most to Black people
By TIMOTHY MCLAUGHLIN
Managing Editor
What No one told you Well now you know
Yes many of Hillarys policies mirror Bills and she
built significant part of her political background during
Bills time as Arkansas governor and U.S President but
she has her own policies and her own approach to politics
So listen up because you dont know as much about
Hillary Clinton as you think
Lets start with her policies on higher education
Both Hillary and Obama promote an extension of the
Hope Tax Credit with one key distinction Obama wants
students to take on community service projects while
they are in school in order to reinvest in the public that
invested in them While that sounds idyllic how many
students really have the time to add community service to
their schedules for one would have tough time work
ing community service into schedule thats packed wL
classes an internship and part time job
Now this is where things really get interesting
Flillary has been very vocal about her support of direct
federal lending for students What the heck does that
mean you ask That means when you apply for stu
dent loan you dont have to go through third party
lender like Sally Mae or Wachovia Direct lending would
allow you to borrow directly from the federal government
at the same interest rates at which the banks borrow That
would eliminate the banks ability to tack on additional
interest and charge higher rates based on students credit
worthiness
For example if you borrow from bank the best
interest rate you can find is 6% or much higher if you or
your cosigner dont have immaculate credit but if you
quickly into debt But if you borrowed from the Fed at 3%
your debts would compound more slowly and you would
end up paying much less in the long run
Even though most polls show Obama leading Clinton
in the race for the Democratic nomination Hillary still has
one trick left up her sleeve her economic policy As
CNNs Roland Martin noted In order for Clinton to right
this ship she should to make this campaign about one
issue and that is the state of the American economy The
economy is hands-down the most urgent issue in this race
Last summers sub-prime lending crisis and the subse
quent credit crunch left the American economy teetering
toward recession In an effort to ease the possibility of
recession Congress passed bill that will issue rebate
checks to all taxpayers making more than $3000 annually
But is that enough Obama thinks it is for now but
Clinton says checks only scratch at the surface of the
issue She proposes 90-day moratorium on all home
foreclosures That means that for ninety days no banks
will be allowed to repossess home because of home
owners inability to pay high monthly payments She says
that during the ninety-thy period banks will have to work
with their borrowers to help them find monthly payment
they can afford That way the U.S economy can prevent
recession at its source
have to admit love listening to Barack Obama
speak His words are empowering and his message is
exactly what most Democrats and young people want to
hear but he needs another two terms in the Senate
Obama cannot stand up to John McCain in the national
election He is inexperienced and unprepared to face the
full brunt of GOP scrutiny But Hillary went through all of
that before She survived her husbands presidency and
the Whitewater scandal without scratch on her reputa
tion Thats someone want in the White House Let
Barack continue to make great speeches Id rather have
Hillary making policy
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By MAYA STEWART
Staff Writer
Union
Hillary Different Clinton But Still Fits the Bill
borrow from the Fed you would borrow at 3% Thats
because the banks borrow their money from the Fed at 3%
before lending it to you In order to make 11 their
own they lend to students at the prime rate
They walk away with profit while you spiral ev
By TERESA 13ARONE
Contributor
If you even possess college
ID you have probaly mastered
the art of procrastination at some
level Putting this skill to good
use you have successfully
delayed writing your ten page
paper for the entire three weeks
that youve known about the
assignment You decide that it is
time for some major damage con
trol on your lazy work ethic You
rush to the Landman Library
determined to pull ten pages of
philosophy out of nowhere within
five hours After all the library is
quiet relaxing atmosphere
where you are surrounded by
nothing but scholarly do-gooders
free from the distractions of your
boisterous everyday life
You are about two para
graphs into the monstrosity of
paper when you hear cell phone
ringing And this person does not
quickly rush out of the library to
take the call embarrassed by the
disruption that they have caused
They loudly answer their phone
and begin chatting away at top
volume Now youre about page
in when you suddenly hear
wave of chatter slowly rising
from the basement stairway
class has obviously just gotten
out and nobody has felt the need
to keep their voices at library
appropriate level
Two pages later you sudden
ly hear shrill voice next to you
girl is talking to her friend who
is sitting at the computer next to
yours She is literally shouting
Shouting Since when has shout
ing ever been an appropriate form
of expression in library Even
worse yet when her friend
informs her that she is being bit
overzealous with her noise levels
she proceeds to shout at him that
they are in the computer part and
that you do not have to be quiet in
the computer area
Maybe this specific scenario
has not happened to you but
chances are that something of
similar nature has occurred dur
ing one of your library visits
There have been many times
when have felt more distracted
in the library than in my own
room which is home to infinite
diversions
Although the policies of the
Landman Library are very gener
al they are indeed existent The
librarys behavior policies are in
congruence with the code of con
duct outlined in Arcadias student
handbook Students are required
to keep others in consideration
with their volume Also included
in these guidelines there is the
mention of the use of electronic
devices It is requested that cell
phones and pagers be put on
silent and that students not make
any outgoing calls while in the
library Because the librarians
understand that sometimes stu
dents receive calls pertaining to
the work that they are trying to
accomplish in the event of an
incoming call student may take
the call inside the library provid
ed that it is in respectfully
hushed voice and that it is not dis
turbing others
If these policies are in place
then why is it that these obnox
ious disrupters of scholarly
genius are permitted to continue
with their antics The thing that
really irks me is the fact that
have yet to see librarian once
ask one of these intolerable
library guests to keep their vol
ume down
Although have never per
sonally witnessed it the
Associate Director of Library
Services Anne Ziegler informs
me that librarians do try to step in
when patron is being disruptive
of others The librarians generally
use three strike rule for those
who are creating noisy distrac
tions If the person fails to com
ply with the rules of conduct after
three reminders they are asked to
leave the library
There are also different vol
ume levels permitted in different
sections of the library Apparently
the shouting girl in the computer
area was telling some version of
the truth While you do still have
to be quiet in that area the librar
ians allow little more leeway for
those using the computers
because many times students are
trying to use them to work togeth
er on assignments There are
other areas of the library howev
er which require much more dis
cretion in volume For example
the reading room upstairs
requires almost complete silence
save for maybe few whispers
here and there Students looking
for more seclusion and concen
tration should retreat to areas like
the reading room
Another issue Ziegler
brought to my attention was the
fact that the Landman Library
serves several purposes Because
Although there are clearly
measures being taken to ensure
peaceful studying environment
the rules need to be bit stricter
and more seriously enforced
College is hard No doubts about
that Extensive classes insane
amounts of reading endless
papers and exams that cause
panic attacks But it all works out
in the long run when you earn
that degree
The problem is actually get
ting there Arcadia University
should be helping its students to
earn their degree to the best of
their ability This includes pro
viding quiet place where stu
dents can go to put their full con
centration into their studies By
continuing to allow distractions
to be so prominent in place
which is intended for studying
Arcadia is simply doing dis
service to its students
So wish had fun
things to write about this
week but dont On March
1st it was the year anniver
sary of my dads death It just
makes me think how quickly
life goes by Freshmen are so
jazzed about college but you
all have no idea how quickly
these four years go by And
how much you will change
came into college with
fiancØe happy family and
what looked like my life all
laid out in front of me
Oh how that changed
am now junior and my life
is completely flipped around
This is going to be short
article.. just want to send
the message life is short life
is fragile and you never
know what is going to happen
next dont care how organ
ized you are Live it up while
you can Tomorrow may not
always be there
Arcadia University
Tuesday March 2008
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Op/Ed Quiet This is Library
Arcadia University has such IiI11 LOII
nice library facility manypeople
want to use it Not only are class-
es and presentations held in the
library but it is also open to the By KAT NOCKETT
public so anyone is free visit The Staff Writer
multi-purpose nature of Arcadias
library creates further problems
with noise because classes and
presentations can get loud and
outside visitors are not always as
respectful as the students may be
This is one of the many reasons
that we are now required to show
our ID after 500 p.m in order to
gain access to the library It was
decided that too many non-stu
dent visitors were using up the
space and quiet time that
Arcadias students needed to
study
Despite the icy rain spattering across the roads and
onto the miserable heads of students heading to class the
artists of Arcadia University never let little or lot of
ice stop them Undeterred steady stream of people
wound their way toward the Spruance Art Gallery on
Tuesday Feb 12 for the opening reception of the 2008
Student Biennial Art Exhibit
Inside the gallery art students and their friends milled
around gazing at the colorful display of artwork spread on
pedestals and across plain white walls range of medi
ums from paint pencil and photography to graphic
design ceramics and metals filled the room
On one wall big oil painting of strawberries and
tomatoes jumped out with bold red strokes on another
wall tiny copper and brass cage enclosed dangling
plastic lion titled Well Laugh About This Someday
From the thoughtful to the quirky Arcadias art drew plen
ty of attention that night
Sophomore Tess Swiggett who came to the show to
support her roommate Liv Rothfuss said she enjoyed the
variety of art present in the show Were quite proud of
our roomi she said And we at Matt
Kings little
she
so
abc
ab
egg rolls and
refreshments
Richard Torchia
director of Arcadias
Art Gallery invited
everyone back to the gallery There he gave brief talk
thanking people for coming especially considering the icy
night ahead
It was such gift that people decided to stay for the
show and reception Torchia said Though the exhibit
remained up until Sunday Feb 24 the prizes were award
ed that night
Torchia himself was heavily involved in the planning
of the exhibit He really put blood sweat and tears into
putting this show up noted Alyssa Krill Assistant
Professor of Graphic Design
As he spoke Torchia also thanked the students for all
their extra work in making the exhibition happen from
hanging their work to taking back pieces not selected by
the curator
For the show Arcadia brought in professional cura
tor-Elyse Gonzales Assistant Curator of the Institute of
Contemporary Art in Philadelphia-to judge student work
tail from the
body in the art
it she said
This marks only the second Student Biennial Exhibit
The first Biennial in 2006 had only about half as many
submissions according to Torchia
Theres higher level of competition to get in the
show-which means better show Torchia said
Senior Matt King Painting major with two artworks
on display the caged lion and an array of figure draw
said he has been
for this ever since
he 2006 show
was really excited
it because Id never
en in show or any
like that King
nisced So Ive been
fling to do this since
ri year
merly called the
ce exhibit
used to involve
only without the
prossional curator
But it was very dif
ficult for teachers to lose
their bias in this process
Torchia explained You know painting teachers would
pick paintings etc The problem was it became almost
political
Eventually the department decided the show would
mean more to the people involved both students and fac
ulty if the students chose their own work to submit and
an outside curator came in to make the final decision
This way the art works themselves stand on their
own outside of the politics said Torchia
However the faculty were still involved in this years
show While the curator chose which pieces would be dis
played the faculty voted on the pieces they felt were the
best Each faculty member listed six names and the four
names that appeared most frequently each won faculty
award
On the day of the opening senior Tim Fitzgerald jun
ior Dan SypoLt junior Jess Grazel and first-year Krista
Her
its head
The whole thing was about who
what she would be in the future who wc
ble mates Torchia explained Its very
work
Fitzgerald won the award for his series of photos
titled Night Studies Grazel for her oil painting of
Bound Feet and Sypolt for his panoramic photo compo
sition called Alleyway
Sypolt Graphic Design major was the only student
to get three pieces in the show really just picked the
pieces that thought had done the best on that felt were
the most refined of mine he explained was actually
little embarrassed-I didnt think was going to win
Torchia felt the prizes were certainly deserved and
much more meaningful now that the method of the exhib
it has changed
This new way is good said Torchia student can
list this on their resumØ because it was jiiried by profes
sional from outside
King agreed that the whole show was beneficial to art
students serious about their work It was good experi
ence to be able to have my work submitted reviewed cri
tiqued and ultimately accepted said King because
thats what hope to be doing after get my BFA Ill be
doing this same thing then
Whether visiting students enjoyed the quirkiness of
Mart Kings little caged lion the rawness of junior Tonya
Walkers Strawberries and Tomatoes or the mind-bend
ing strangeness of Dan Sypolts two connected alleyways
this years Student Exhibit was deemed to be success
monetary or otherwise for both audience and partici
pants
Note on Elizabeth Murphy
By HUNTER HOLLIS
Staff Wroter
Elizabeth Murphy performed in Offenbachs Les
Contes dHoffinan The Tales of Hoffman as Antonia on
Sunday February 3rd and Friday February 8th at the
Nicholas Music Center Mason Gross Performing Arts
Center in New Brunswick NJ The Opera is sprinkled
with comedy and tragedy Les Contes dIoffman is about
drunken poet who tells the stories of hs three loves at
bar Murphy portrayed Antonia 20 year old woman
whose mother was famous opera singer but died
Antonia has fatal illness where if she sings she becomes
flush and dies Murphy noted that the role of Antonia was
challenging role but great one to add to my resume
While walking through Murphy Hall one might hear
an enticing voice and melody on the piano escaping room
102 just between the bathrooms and the video lab
Elizabeth Murphy is an adjunct music professor who has
been teaching at Arcadia for years She teaches perform
ance study voice and private voice lessons The lessons
are one on one for 50 minutes every week
Professor Murphy grew up in Mount Wolf which is
small town in York County PA Murphy received her
bachelors and master of music at Temple University and
is currently first year student in the DMA program at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick NJ Murphy who
previously taught classes like Music History and
Introduction to Music Listening only has time to teach
private lessons because she is currently in school
Ive always been kinda bossy so think was made
for this job professor Murphy responded when asked
why she decided to teach Murphy began to teach piano
and saxophone lessons in high school and continued to
teach at the Conservatory of Music in the Philadelphia
area She also taught at The Hill School private board
ing school However she decided to stop teaching piano
and saxophone lessons and focused solely on voice She
was subcontractor for UPENN and she is teaching
assistant for the voice department at Rutgers University
Elizabeth Murphy has strong background in differ
ent areas of music She was member of her church choir
since age three and she was member of the band choir
and orchestra throughout school Murphy played the sax-
ophone in grades 4-12 and has been playing the piano
since the 7th grade do not perform in public on these
instruments only sing Murphy stated regarding her tal
ent with these instruments
In the 9th grade Murphys choir director referred her
parents to voice teacher that had been trained at Julliard
had no background in classical music or opera
Murphy affirmed grew up listening to 50s music that
my mother played loved musical theater and still do But
my teacher asked if wanted to sing an Italian song and
said sure and the rest is history have been singing clas
sical music in English French German and Italian ever
since
Although when Murphy has performance she
devotes her time to classical music she enjoys all genres
Murphy listens to rap country rock and pop Professor
Murphy loves Mozart and German operas As far as musi
cals go she favors oldies such as Rodgers and
Hammerstein Murphys advice for any student that wants
to go into musical theater or related films is to choose
teacher not school
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and select the pieces
Based on her own experien
rary art exhibits
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Knights Nook
Arcadias Wise Women answer ALL of your questions about love life and the library
Questions for the ladies E-mail them at
KnightsNook@gmaiLcom
Dear Miss Majestic
need YOUR help.. Im caught up in real lfi love triangle have been dating
this fabulous girl off and on for the last two years BUT shes the same girl whos been
snooping around in my business ifyou remember but she has ceased that investiga-
tive behavior and things were good or so thought met this other girl in my politics
class and shes pretty cool We studied together afew times and had to work on group
project together so Im pretty fond of her SO the other day........ she frickin kissed
me dont know how to explain it but can tell you that she kissed me first and kissing
her back was just an instinct Just wait it gets worse The new girl thinks that were an
item now even after blatantly told her that the kissing thing was bad idea and made
me feel really bad She brings me lunch and sends me sweet text messages against my
wishes Shes nice girl but truly want nothing to do with her Now that my lady and
are trying to make things work dont want to mess things up really want to come
clean to my girlfriend but Im sure she wont believe me What should do
Caught Up
Dear Caught
Oh what web we weave How on earth did you manage to give this new woman
the impression that what she was doing was okay Better yet how did you manage to
get her to believe that you didnt have happy semi-happy relationship already You
have dug such deep ditch Im not so sure that youll make it out unharmed From what
see you and inspector gadget have really made an attempt to make things work but
this situation will surely put monkey wrench in your relationship Heres what you
do Tell your girlfriend exactly what you just told me and hurry In fact have her read
this article once its published if youre too chicken to spill the beans Tell the nice girl
to back off give her the cold shoulder to make your point crystal clear She has to be
sure that youre not interested and if you waver away from that thought youre doomed
Shell be chasing you forever Remind your current girlfriend why youre in relation
ship and hopefully that will be enough to calm her down Do something Valentines
Day-ish like buying her favorite flowers to soften the blow But most of all be honest
Keeping secrets is not the way to healthy relationship Whatever happens in the dark
ALWAYS comes out in the light
Miss Majestic
VIsitin8 Professor TufiCs Co6aCPromise
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Associate Editor
Sitting in front of the class at 400 p.m on Tuesday
afternoon Professor Anton Koslov emits facts on the
recent independence of Kosovo with ease while his
enthralled students scribble down notes rather quickly
attempting to keep up with their well versed teacher
While the students listen intently Koslov recounts topics
from the last class and makes himself available to discuss
their term paper concepts Using expressive gestures he
goes on to explain the UNs charter in relation to new
independent nations
Dr Koslov is visiting international professor from
the American Graduate School of International Relations
and Diplomacy in Paris On Arcadias campus for the
spring semester he has already made quite an impact on
the campus community through the classes he is teaching
and the lectures he has been presenting to different class
es Undertaking two courses Koslov is teaching class
called Understanding Russia and another class called
European Security and Identity He is teaching in both the
International Studies and Political Science departments
Dr Koslov offers his global perspective primarily
from his own personal knowledge Born in Russia he has
been living in both France and the United States for the
past 15 years He is tn-lingual maintaining fluency in
English French and Russian which would only make
sense because he has family in Russia and the US and his
wife is in Paris He doesnt have preference between
countries saying like both like going different
places He is citizen of the United States and was edu
cated here at both NYU and Harvard when asked about
the States he did say he enjoys being here as it is his home
country He has doctorate in historical and visual anthro
pology from the School for Advanced Studies in Social
Sciences EHESS in Paris His primary focus has been on
Russian history and he describes his work as social and
political imaginary of depth His interest in International
Relations comes from his life he describes it as some
thing have observed and formed an opinion on and this
opinion has apparently been useful and there are certain
issues feel very strong about Its something that came as
cussing his political views
When it comes to teaching he really enjoys interact
ing with the students Students theyre very often very
fresh and have an untainted perception of things and
think that is something very useful for us professors
because sometimes we professors get jaded like we know
everything and the communication is something like
He also enjoys sharing his knowledge with others and
transmitting things he has learned in the past Seeing the
interest in the students is his favorite part and he really
appreciates it He finds students
almost as kindred spirits because
studying is one of his favorite things
to do He loves to attend classes and
lectures the pursuit of knowledge is
invigorating to him
That love of learning definitely
translates in the classroom
part of my biography He has been
teaching since 1995 on both the graduate love cinema
and undergraduate levels at the
American University in Paris St Johns
University in New York and he is now
adding Arcadia to his repertoire
Before he went on to graduate culture
school and teaching he had worked as
both journalist for French company
and photographer for the Sygma photo news agency He
still enjoys taking pictures and has real love of traveling
that he feels he has preserved from his days as photog
rapher He still maintains passion for taking photo
graphs and all things visual He enjoys incorporating pho
tography and cinema in his teaching saying show films
because thats something that Fm also very interested in
Ive been sort of dabbling as script writer in Paris and Im
now working with film maker in New York so love
cinema and love visual culture Everything visual think
is very important My political history students in Paris
always take them to the Louvre museum to show the visu
al representations of politics In Paris he has also been
commentator on the French channel similar to CNN dis
Sophomore Chris Anderson who is
taking Understanding Modem Russia with Dr Koslov
said His class gives me great perspective on the state
of modern Russia and its history
While on campus Dr Koslov is working on few
other projects as well as his teaching and hopes that his
international perspective can make good impact on
Arcadias global education represent the American
Graduate School which is partner of Arcadia an affiliat
ed campus So while am here we do have projects togeth
er so Im trying to do as much as can here to bring our
two schools together Although it is only about half way
through the semester Dr Koslov is already showing ajob
well done Look out for campus events featuring Dr
Koslov in the Arcadia Bulletin
Dear Miss Majestic
Im pretty broke and want to do something memorable yet inexpensive for
spring break Ill probably end up spending most of it at home with my parents and
annoying younger siblings but would really love to be doing something really fun
Please help me
Desperate for Fun
Dear Desperate
Spring Break can be one of those times where you wish you had money coming
out of the sky because it seems that if you arent traveling to some sun-laden tropi
cal or foreign land you arent doing anything You have few options that are rela
tively cheap or free First bring the beach to you Grab bunch of your friends find
an indoor pool and have pool party complete with the grilled food and sun block
You dont have to go to an exotic place to have fun like you would if you were there
Second VOLUNTEER There are hundreds of non-profit organizations for you to
jump onboard with The experiences you gain participating in service projects will
benefit others and make you feel all warm and gooey inside unlike some of your
friends who will be spewing warm and gooey stuff because of their bad spring break
choices Lastly make memories Take best friend or few close friends and do
very simple things You could even make scrapbook out of the simple things you
do together Chances are there are few friends back home that youve been forced
to neglect and this week or so of attention will help your relationship flourish Even
if you just go get pedicures together or indulge in few scoops of ice cream make
it memory youll be glad you did After all its the small things that count
Miss Majestic
and love visu
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He Said She SaidThe Towers Record Review Column
Okkervil River
The Stage Names
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
Baroness
The Red Album
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-In-Chief
The Weakerthans
Reconstruction Site
By the End of
Tribu
He SaidThere are tons of indie
bands out there that arent worth
the price of admission but with
The Stage Names OkkervilRiver
have put themselves in the com
pany of bands like The Arcade
Fire and The Decemberists
Insightful lyrics and southern
folk arrangements are what make
Okkervil River so appealing
check out Unless it Kicks to get
taste of that The Stage Names
real gem is the closing track
John Allyn Smith Sails which
paints the picture of suicide but
suddenly and seamlessly inte
grates The Beach Boys Sloop
John into the track an inter
esting surprise at the end of an
album so fresh it belongs in the
crisper
4.5/5
He Said Hailing from the heat of
Savannah Georgia alt-metal
newcomers Baroness have
proven theyve got something
impressive going on With their
debut fill-length The Red Album
Baroness have landed on
swarming sludgy metal in the
same vein as Mastodon The
albums opener Rays of Pinion
is strait stoner metal while other
tracks like Isak explode with
colossal riffs The RedAlbum is
picture of Deep South metal the
instruments the vocals all of it is
just soaked in humid haze
Think August through stereo
He SaidSome kind of punk folk
hybrid headed by Propoghandi
vocalist John Samson The
Weakerthans have lot to offer
on their third album
Reconstruction Site Sampsons
story-like lyrics take center stage
while an army of lo-fi guitars
back them up Plea from Cat
Named Virtue sounds like
California summer and One
Retired Explorer Dines with
Michel Foucault in Paris is too
addictive Reconstruction Site is
light well written and above all
entertaining and impressive
switch in sound by Samson
He Said After two well received
self produced/recorded demos
Texas four-piece By the End
Tonight decided to spend ti
dollars to have someone
the tracks That may go down as
the best 300 dollars they ever
spent With an ever growing fan
base 2007 split with fellow
instrumentalists Tera Melos and
constant touring By the End of
Tonight are on their way all
thanks to Tribute to Tigers
Tribute to Tigers is teeming solid
left turn heavy instrumental
tracks like 4s and 5s And the
Piano That Never Made It Home
and 73 Easter Morning mak
ing BTEOT seem like Don
Caballero with ADD
4.5/5
She Said Our Life Is Not
Movie Or Maybe the opening
track on The Stage Names is
cinematic masterpiece Its rest
less lyrics laden with film jargon
and the wailing strained vocals
of Will Sheff create the feeling
that youre trapped in an over
powering movie montage The
concept song alone is enough to
make this album great But
Okkervil River comes out of the
gate strong and keeps up the pace
for the entire album Unless Its
Kicks and Hand to Take
Hold of the Scene the second
and third tracks are just as good
as the opening powerhouse num
ber hard one to follow In fact
each of the nine tracks on The
Stage Names has its own person
ality and together they make one
winning album
She Said Through and through
Baroness Red Album is pure
metal The kind that makes your
head hurt but the kind where you
can appreciate the sheer skill of
the musicians The thrashing
intensity of the guitars on the
opener Rays of Pinion and the
string sections that bookend the
album give it serious edge from
the start Eventually though the
screaming grinding vocals kick
in and pigeonhole the album into
the acquired taste genre of metal
If you havent yet acquired that
taste than you might want to take
some laps in the baby pool before
diving into the Red Album
3.5/5
She Said The Weakerthans do
not attempt to mask their pride of
being among our northern neigh
bors and they do it with twangy
punk style that almost smacks of
country at times The good kind
not the Kenny Chesney kind The
song One Great City paints
picture oftanadian life And in
the Dollar Store/The clerk is clos
ing up/And counting loonies try
ing not to say/I hate Winnipeg
On Reconstruction Site the inspi
ration for their songs is every
thing from hockey to singer John
Samsons pet cat The concepts
are even stranger than the topics
The song Plea From Cat
Named Virtue is pep talk from
the cat to his owner after painfttl
break-up and months of moping
Complex and catchy The
Weakerthans are the best thing to
come out of Canada since. .well
ever
4.5/5
She Said Take any Second Wave
emo band remove the vocals
and youll have taste of what By
the End of Tonight is doing on
Tribute to Tigers Stylistically
they make up for the lack of
lyrics with varied sound ti
throws you off at every curve
it could be tighter It could
lot of things and it fails to live up
to the potential of an inventive
instrumental band The wannabe
epic opening song fails to capture
your attention for the nearly eight
minutes It has its solid
moments but by the end of this
album youll be little bored of
Tigers
4/5
The Tower Entertainment
4/5 3.5/5
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The Mountain Goats Return with Heretic Pride
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-In-Chief
John Damielle is the voice the heart and the soul of
Mountain Goats He puts all three to the test on the new
Heretic Pride All the while he challenges the listener to do the
born storyteller Darnielle creates characters that can simultane
ly make you feel despair and inspiration no easy task for the
tener that is For Darnielle it seems to come naturally
Like many of the earliest songs by The Mountain Goats
tracks on Heretic Pride are b-fl grinding and fictional ii last ft
years have seen great deal of autobiographical songs but ti
returns to sorting the plights of imaginary or historic figur
were once was The Mountain Goats forte Prior to
All Be Healed Darnielle frequently said onstage As you know
dont write songs about myself
_____
Then for three albums in as many years The Mountain Goats
pumped out songs that were painfully personal.. and damn good Discussing his expe
rience with childhood abuse and exploring his nomadic tendencies with unparalleled can
dor on the bands most acclaimed and relatable album The Sunset Tree it seemed
Damielle was holding back on the really good stuff until he was ready to talk about his
own life
Heretic Pride proves that theory wrong The band didnt get better with the switch
to nonfiction they just got better Now that the band has returned to their inventive ways
they still hold the same power the same ability to capture your intellect along with your
heart There is no unifying theme to the album but the disjointed element lets each song
stand on its own and solidifies the fictive power of Damielles creations
His words read like prose but effortlessly fit the melody to create musical story
book that could rival the literary greats The song
Sept 15 1983 referring to the date that reggae
musician Michael James Williams died exempli-
fies the narrative style of the Goats And on the
floor Michael James Williams/Feels his fingers
start to freeze/And the whole scenes like
movie/Paramedics on their knees/Try try your
whole life/To be righteous and be good/Wind up
on your own floor/Choking on blood
There is no theme too great or trivial realis
tic or fantastic bitter or sweet for this album to
tackle The albums second track San
Bernardino tells the story of young couple
Listen to.
All Hail West Texas 2002
Why You Should Listen Even in 2002 when
going digital was all but mandatory the
Mountain Goats loyally stuck to their cassette
phile ways with this jambox recorded concept
album Fan favorite The Best Ever Death
Metal Band In Denton still makes appearances
on the Goats ever so selective set lists as it
invokes room full of people to yell Hail
Satan at one point in the performance The
sagas here of troubled youths and even more
troubled relationships are ageless unlike the
medium on which they were recorded
Best Lyrics And you pointed your headlamp
toward the horizonlWe were the one thing in the
galaxy god didnt have his eyes on/Nine
dred ccs of raw whining power/No outstar
warrants for my arrest/Goddamn the
life for me Jenny
ng with an unexpected pregnancy and the journey they take
.cally and emotionally as their baby is born Darnielle
ut his emotional attachment to the song when talking
album They feel at home in the world even
..h the world isnt giving them its best yet feel hope for
them because they love each other But these two theyre going
to be the future
San Bernardino is followed by the title track which paints
portrait of someone who is either martyr or
to which Darnielle seems to be smiling and saying
we all
nother remarkable tale told in Heretic Pride is love story
place at the end of the world The album bonus track
Jished spins the clichØ rejection not if you were the last
on earth into reality with lyrics like It was their love you
anted not mine/But when they deny your name three times/Ill
be the last man on Earth The song paints grotesque picture of
the worlds end and one mans quest to save his unrequited love The songs light catchy
melody combined with its dark and disturbing lyrics creates surreal juxtaposition This
makes it one of the greatest songs in The Mountain Goats catalogue which spans 17
years and literally hundreds of songs
Like many of the songs in that catalogue the 14 tracks on the new album are sear
ing reflections on how people relate to each other Whether its man trying to get over
his own isolation to let someone in like the melancholy Autoclave or the xenophobia
and paranoia that an author experiences when moving to diverse neighborhood like in
the desperate Lovecraft in Brooklyn the lyrics are the whole ensemble not just an
accessory
Darnielle and The Mountain Goats have put it all on the line with this album reach
ing deep into their imaginations and
pulling out an album thats as addictive
and delirious as heroin without the messy
trip to rehab In other words The
Mountain Goats are not for recreational
But to borrow line from the album
And then the girl behind the counter asks
How do you feel today/I feel like
Lovecraft in Brooklyn
use
Listen to..
Vocalist John Darnielleand bass player Peter Hughes are the backbone of
The Mountain Goats although over the bands nearly two decades in existance5
they have included various contributors including Jon Wurster on percussionS
Erik Friedlander on cello and Franklin Bruno on piano
Since 1991 the band has taken on number of projects concept albums and
song series Theyre known for their intellectual literary style and b-fl creative
production values including years that Damielle chiefly recorded songs on his
boombox
With 16 full-length albums to choose from anda large collection of EPs sin-
gles and B-Sides collections The Mountain Goats are difficult band to catch
up on So heres sampling of some of the Goats best work to start with
The Sunset Tree 2005
Why You Should Listen The Sunset
Tree is the second of three-album arc of
autobiographical music by singer John
Damielle The personal aspect makes
this album as endearing as it catchy The
track Dance Music is as bouncy as theS
titlesuggestsbutthestorybehinditis
one of dysfunctional family which is
frequent theme throughout the album
Each song as infectious as the last The
Sunset Tree is an album you shouldnt be
without
Key Tracks
The Best Ever Death Metal Band In Denton
Jenny
Color in Your Cheeks
oom with the
rn cham
my my
stereo/Because its the one thing that
couldnt live without/And so think
about that and then sort of black out
Hast Thou Considered the Tetrapod
Tnesdav March 2OO
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80th Annual Academy Awards Unremarkable
By GINA MERLINO
Staff Writer
Youre here Youre really here was
host Jon Stew arts greeting for the audi
ence of The 80th Annual Academy Awards
on Sunday February 24th Like all of the
entertainment industry Stewart host of
Comedy Centrals The Daily Show had
felt the pangs of The Writers Guild strike
Stewart acknowledged the end of the
Hollywood feud with joke Tonight
welcome to the make-up sex
Fashion critics also noted they played it
safe with gown choice opting for timeless
rather than trendy Even with the impend
ing rain the red carpet spectacle went on
Once inside the show was back to its
old routine to which George Clooney
remarked In 80 years of Oscars on thing
remains the same.. Theyre long
Long and uneventful truth be told
While there were some surpirses in the
winners they were nothuge upsets or even
mildly interestingacceptance speeches
The films that were up for multiple
cat
Lewis
who was r..
second
mother
role in the
Will Be
land oil
centu
won
ole in
actress
ninthat
Joel and Ethan Cohen made
out like bandits collecting Oscars
in categories including Best
Film and Best Director for their
film No Country for Old Men the
story of drug deal gone bad and
Javier Bardem taking home the
Oscar for Best Supporting Actor
for his role in the film Bardem
was the first-ever Spanish winner
of an acting Oscar
Tilda Swinton won
Supporting Actress for her
awards at the Oscars this year included No where sh
Country for Old Men There
Be Blood Juno and
Clayton
There was stnking divei
ty among
The stars
chance to
on the carpet with red being favorite
movies that aren
color choice among many leading ladies
her grand-
Ratatouille the story of talking rat
with some impressive culinary skills won
Best Animated Film Despite somewhat
bad weather and the strike that had threat
ened the ceremony the 80th Academy
Awards went off without hitch Most of
Hollywood brass was just happy to see
them go off at all
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PhilliesSpring
Tuesday March 2008
While most fans still have bad taste in their
mouth after last years post-season meltdown its
almost time to start looking towards another 162
game Phillies season Jimmy Rollins last years NL
MVP and the teams most outspoken supporter has
claimed that the Phillies will break 100 wins this year
Its bold statement but his declaration last season
that the Phils were the team to beat in the East was
thought by many analysts to be the spark the club
needed to overtake Mets team that at the time
seemed practically unbeatable
Just as it was last year Rollins
statement to the press is being bashed
as kind of senseless illogical brava
do And in this case his critics could
be right 100 wins is slightly over .600
baseball Its not unheard of but it isnt
all that common either Especially in
Philadelphia
Last time the Phillies won 100
games 1977
Still barring long-term injury to
any key player the Phillies are poised to be solid
playoff contenders The nucleus of Rollins Howard
and Utley is still very much intact And if Howard
actually earns the ten million hell be making as
result of winning his arbitration hearing the top half
of the lineup could easily generate more runs than any
team in baseball The loss of Rowand will be felt both
on the field and in the clubhouse but the utility out
fielder the club picked up in the form of Geoff
Jenkins
.277 career hitter should manage to fill
up some of the void left in Rowands wake The per
petual hole at third base has been adequately filled
with the acquisition of Pedro Feliz steady .250 hit
ter that should pick up around 15-20 home runs and
anywhere from 70-90 RBIs
As is always the case in baseball though every
thing will come down to pitching Whether or not the
Phils can clinch post-season berth will be entirely
on
of quality st
more than
Spea
of
hype
Atlanta is consistently in spot to take the
out of both teams hands
How ever
better than the
Bowl and
should be able to
watch them get
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By ANTHONY SCOLES
Staff Writer
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MARCH 2008 SCOREBOX
PHILADELHIA PHILLIES VS NEW YORK YANKEES
YANKEES
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